Abstract: In this paper, we propose a visual tracking approach based on 'bag of features' (BoF) algorithm. First we use incremental PCA visual tracking (IVT) in the first few frames and collect image patches randomly sampled within the tracked object region in each frame for constructing the codebook; the tracked object then can be converted to a bag. Second we construct two codebooks using color (RGB) features and local binary pattern (LBP) features instead of only one codebook in traditional BoF, thereby extracting more informative details. We also devise an updating mechanism to deal with pose and appearance changes of objects. In the tracking process, a constant number of candidates are generated by sampling technique in each frame. Image patches are then randomly sampled and candidates are represented as bags by codebooks. Thus, we can compute patch similarity of a candidate with the codewords and bag similarity with trained bags. The actual object is then located by finding the maximal combined similarity of patches and bags. Experiments demonstrate that our approach is robust in handling occlusion, scaling and rotation.
Introduction
Object tracking is the crucial part in various applications, such as intelligent surveillance, human motion analysis, interaction video processing and so forth. Owing to the appearance variability, motion blur and occlusion, obtaining the locations and trajectories of targets becomes significantly challenging.
Related work
Some previous works propose several approaches to solve tracking problems and attained remarkable experimental results, such as support vector tracking [1] , ensemble tracking [2] and online boosting [3] , which are proven effective in handling the variation of objects. Lim et al. [4] incorporate update scheme into the traditional subspace learning algorithm to propose an incremental subspace tracking (called IVT for short) which learns a generative model online to capture the change of object appearance. Nevertheless, these previous approaches are inclined to fail in presence of partial or complete occlusion, for that they rely on the global template model focusing on the integrated appearance information of the object. To specifically deal with the occlusion, several approaches are presented. Yin and Collins [5] consider visual object tracking as a numerical optimisation problem by constructing a numerical hybrid local and global modeseeking tracker combining detection and tracking. 'FragTrack' [6] extracts the integral histogram of multiple image fragments to represent the template object and calculates the vote map of the multiple patches. Besides, other works also attempt to resolve the occlusion problem in the multiple objects tracking. Yang et al. [7] present a fast algorithm for background maintenance to segment plausible target, and embed a combination mechanism to detect merging or splitting events using segmentation results. Similarly, Song et al. [8] devise a mechanism to detect merging and splitting among multiple interacting targets and switch between independent tracker and learned tracker. More recently, some works [9 -11] apply online multiple instance learning (MIL) for tracking and dealing with occlusion. Multiple features [12 -16] are also adopted to enhance trackers' discriminative ability.
In the image classification and categorisation literature, part-based or component-based representation is proposed to detect and recognise objects with various appearances, poses and orientations, as well as occlusions; so that the entire description will not be influenced as it would in a global representation. Some works [17, 18] use the spatial relationship between detections of object parts in a single image. In tracking, the use of parts is usually in the context of human body tracking where the parts are based on a model of the human body [6, 19, 20] . However, the tracking procedure of [19, 20] depends on the detection results, which increases the computational complexity. Moreover, in [20] , spatial information of parts is taken into account and in [6] , positions of patches in a template model are all determinate; thus if the spatial interrelation of patches is disrupted by changes in pose, such approaches are prone to fail.
Recently, 'bag of features' (BoF) representation is proposed in automatic visual categorisation. Owing to its simplicity, robustness and good practical performance, BoF is successfully applied to object and natural scene classification. Originally, the idea is derived from 'bag of words' representation for text categorisation [21 -24] . By extracting representative words in the training set of numerous sentences, a dictionary is formed and a meaningful sentence is substituted by the frequency of occurrence of the words in the dictionary, which is regarded as a 'bag'. When a new sentence comes, it can be coded by the dictionary and classified into a specific category by computing its similarity with trained 'bags'. Motivated by the idea, [25] proposes 'bag of keypoints' for image categorisation and obtained promising results; the so-called 'keypoints' are image patches that are equivalent to 'words' in sentences and compose the orderless bag. Fei-Fei and Perona [26] use BoF for learning natural scene categories by representing the image as a collection of 'codewords' obtained by unsupervised learning and constructing a Bayesian hierarchical model to describe the codewords distribution. Sivic et al. [27] and Fergus et al. [28] apply similar approaches for multi-class image classification. Winn et al. [29] contribute to the compacting of visual dictionary. Most previous works [25 -28] use keypoints detection strategy to select image patches and SIFT descriptor to represent them; however, Nowak et al. [30] evaluate several commonly used approaches and verify that random sampling strategy has more discriminative power than interest point-based sampler for the large numbers of patches.
Our approach
Extensive experiments show that BoF has strong ability to handle intra-class pose variant and occlusion in the image classification, especially on a large-scale image database. It can successfully categorise a testing image into the right class, only relying on a specific number of representative features. Inspired by its remarkable ability, we propose to incorporate BoF approach for object tracking and name it 'BoF tracking'. Theoretically, tracking can be treated as a classification task. We need to separate one class -the target -from another class -the background, so the traditional BoF, which is essentially a multi-classification algorithm, can be applied to the tracking problem. The problems we attempt to solve are common in the visual tracking, such as objects' changes, occlusion and background clutter. For example, if we use a constant global template to describe an object, when the object changes its pose or appearance, the template may fail to locate the object because the 'new' object does not look like the original one. Similarly, when occlusion occurs, some important information of the object is invisible, leading the tracker drift to the non-object. Such situations add difficulty to visual tracking. Nevertheless, we think that there are still some local features unless the object changes completely or undergoes long-time and complete occlusion. Utilising these visible features, we can still capture the object. Then the main goal is to find features with the most discriminative ability. Interestingly, BoF has the ability to collect a number of representative features to describe an entire class. As long as some of these features are detectable, one can classify the testing image accurately. Motivated by the remarkable ability of BoF effectively using local information, we aim to incorporate the concept of BoF into a tracking system, which is capable of handling various situations by focusing on local distinctive features.
Contrary to the previous works [5, 7, 8, 19, 20] , we do not specially devise a mechanism to detect occlusion and deal with it. However, our approach obtains satisfactory results when occlusion occurs, as well as the ability to recapture the target. Like [6, 31, 32] , our approach is a patch-based algorithm. It combines BoF idea with incremental PCA visual tracking (IVT) [4] . Here IVT is used to refine the result only when the result of BoF is poor. The refinement is achieved by weighted sum of the respective result of IVT and BoF. First, we manually set parameters in the first frame, and only use IVT method in the first few frames (typically five frames). At the same time, patches are randomly sampled within the tracked object as training samples to generate codebook (dictionary) and represent the object as bags. In order to extract informative features comprehensively, two feature descriptors -colour (redblue -green (RGB)) features and local binary pattern (LBP) features -are used to generate two codebooks focusing on local texture and colour information, respectively. Second, after the training procedure, patches are randomly sampled within a number of candidates generated by particle sampling method and represented by two feature descriptors; meanwhile, bags are produced by projecting candidates onto the two codebooks. For a candidate, similarity of patches is obtained by computing the distance between patches and codewords; similarity of bags is obtained by calculating the distance between test bags and trained bags. Then the target is tracked by searching for the global maximum of the combined similarity of two-feature bags and patches. Finally, online updating the codebook is also included to ensure that the tracking algorithm adapts to the object's pose and appearance variant.
Compared with other published approaches, our BoF tracking has some different characteristics. Although we cannot implement all the algorithms mentioned in the related work, we can still give out qualitative analysis. In [2, 3, 9] the authors use a collection of weak classifiers to separate the object from the background and apply boosting technique to reselect weak classifiers, while our BoF tracking only uses histogram matching for classification, which is relatively efficient. Re-cluster used in update is also simple to implement. Besides, our approach does not rely on any detection technique that is used in [7, 19, 20] . We only use particle sampling to find the accurate position of the object. Therefore the performance of our BoF tracking does not depend on the detection accuracy. Moreover, different from [19, 20] , in our approach, patches used for characterising local features are randomly extracted. We do not specifically design a model describing the spatial structure of the object, which simplifies the tracking framework.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we adopt BoF algorithm that is mainly used in object categorisation to solve the tracking problem. To the best of our knowledge, BoF algorithm has not been applied to tracking in previous works. Many published works mainly focused on the improvement of standard BoF algorithm, making it more robust for object categorisation. But there is little work on how to apply such an effective classification algorithm to other fields. We think that the preeminent discriminative ability of BoF makes it suitable for visual tracking, with necessary modification. Second, we modify the traditional BoF to accommodate it to tracking. For example, we use two relatively small codebooks instead of only a large dictionary to accelerate the algorithm without loss of tracking accuracy, which is imperative in a tracking system. Besides, we utilise the similarity of a patch with the codeword in the codebook to provide more information. In contrast, traditional BoF and many improvements only care about the similarity between histograms formed by calculating the frequency of occurrence of codewords in images, discarding the similarities of patches. Our experiments display that the collaboration of patch similarity and bag similarity boosts the tracking performance. In short, we adopt the concept of cooperation among different views by using two codebooks and two similarities to ensure the robustness of our approach. Finally, we devise an update scheme to adaptively modify the old codebook. In object categorisation, BoF does not involve update stage because of the constant data set. For tracking, however, the object changes its appearance and poses continuously, so the codebook should also be updated accordingly. In this paper we introduce a simple update strategy by gradually incorporating new samples into the codebook while forgetting old ones at a specific rate. The update method is proven effective and efficient by experiments. We also run other state-of-the-art tracking systems and give out detailed qualitative and quantitative comparisons to verify that our BoF tracking is more robust. With these contributions, we show that we successfully accommodate traditional BoF to tracking, rather than simply adopting an existent algorithm or combination of some published approaches.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce standard BoF algorithm and incremental PCA algorithm, which are the main parts of our approach. In Section 3, we present details of our tracking approach via BoF. Extensive experimental results are shown in Section 4, followed by the last section summarising our work and discussing future work.
Algorithms

Bag of features
In the image classification field, standard BoF algorithm can be divided into four parts: patches extraction and representation, codebook and bags formation, distribution of codewords computation and test samples classification. In [26] , an integrated model named 'theme model' is presented as Fig. 1 shows.
Given N training images belonging to M classes, an interest point detector is employed to detect representative scale (and rotation) invariant interest points. As basic elements of object representation, image patches around detected points with different width, height and orientation are extracted and normalised to uniform scale. Then a standard 128-dim scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor is used to represent features of these local regions. However, sliding window, regular grid and random sampling can also be applied to obtain patches, as well as other feature descriptors.
Given a collection of image patches, codebook or dictionary is formed by performing K-means clustering algorithm. K is the size of codebook. Codewords are then defined as the centres of clusters. Thus descriptors in each training image can be coded by hard assignment to the nearest codeword, yielding a histogram n(w i , d j ) counting the frequency of occurrence of each codeword, where w i denotes ith visual word in the K-size dictionary and d j is jth class. The histogram is treated as a 'bag'. Usually, Bayesian approaches such as the probabilistic latent semantic analysis [33, 34] and the latent Dirichlet allocation [35] are used to model the distribution of codewords. After representing a test image as a histogram, the most similar training histogram can be found by some similarity metric (x 2 -test or Earth mover's distance) and corresponding object class label is also returned.
Incremental PCA
Lim et al. [4] employed a model that reflects changes in appearance for tracking. It builds a PCA subspace Fig. 2 shows) are updated by an incremental subspace learning algorithm on the previous tracks I 0 , . . . , I t21 . Using the object itself as a global feature, incremental subspace method learns a probability distribution model to depict the object appearance online, so that it can capture the change of appearance of the target during the tracking process. In our work, we adopt incremental PCA algorithm used in [4] , which can correctly update the mean and the eigenbasis simultaneously, given more additional training data. The incremental PCA algorithm only needs to store the old mean, the old eigenbasis and the old covariance matrix rather than to record all previous data, and then it updates the probability distribution model when new data arrive. The measurement of the similarity E(I t ; (m, B)) is defined as the reconstruction error of I t with respect to M(I 0. . .t21 ).
where B contains subspace bases as its column and m is subspace mean. Details of the algorithm can be found in [4] . Although the adaptive property of incremental PCA algorithm provides robustness to smooth changes in appearance, it may also cause the 'drift' problem due to incorrectly adapting to non-targets and is sensitive to the initial parameters. Unsuitable parameters may lead to tracking failure. Moreover, it cannot handle occlusion well.
In our approach, we use IVT to provide training samples for BoF tracking in the first few frames and to adjust the result of BoF tracking if necessary. IVT focuses on the global feature whereas BoF pays more attention to the local feature. So, it is reasonable for us to combine the two approaches as a whole tracking framework.
Tracking via BoF
Our tracking framework combines BoF and IVT. In the BoF algorithm, we employ two independent features -LBP and RGB -to construct two codebooks, which are used to represent an image as two bags. In the tracking procedure, we use bag similarity to weight patch similarity and add weighted similarities up, achieving combined confidence values. Then the sample with maximum combined confidence value is regarded as the tracked object. Also, a number of most discriminative patches are collected to update the codebooks. The flowchart of our approach is shown in Fig. 2 .
Initialisation
Before we perform our BoF tracking, several parameters should be specified manually in the first frame in advance.
In the first frame, we manually draw a bounding box x 1 enclosing the target and record the initial affine parameters of the target, including central point, size and rotation angle. Note that we do not care about the skew parameter. So x 1 ¼ (cx 1 , cy 1 , s 1 , u 1 ), where the subscript indicates the frame number. Now the problem is to choose appropriate method to find affine parameters best describing the object in successive frames. Basically, there are two approaches of finding the best state of the object in a new frame: sliding window and Fig. 2 Flowchart of our approach particle filter. Sliding window technique computes the classification score of an image patch within a searching window (constant size or varying size). Finding the best location of the object is converted to finding the maximum of the computed classification score map. It can be applied on the entire frame or within a specific region. Sliding window technique is easy to implement but time-consuming. In contrast, particle filter is much efficient. For simplicity, we adopt particle filter technique to find the object in frames. Standard particle filter uses a number of particles (possible states of the object) to approximate the real state of the object. In most cases, a particle represents a group of affine parameters of an object. After finding the object in a frame, we resample the particles to generate a set of equally weighted particles in the subsequent frame according to their importance weights. We adopt the resampling algorithm in [36] . The resampling criterion in [36] is based on the effective sample size that is related to the variance of particles' weights. However, the difference between our method and [36] is that we perform resampling at each time, which is also adopted by [4] . In the resampling procedure, a particle's weight is regarded as the probability density from which a new particle is generated. So, we propagate those good particles with high weights to the next frame to approximate the new state of the object more accurately. Details of the resampling procedure can be found in [36] . Generally, if we aim to improve the accuracy, we should appropriately increase the number of particles to capture enough possible states of the object. In our experiments, we use 300 particles in each frame for all testing sequences. In fact, we also test 200 and 400 particles in most sequences to observe the effect of number of particles. According to the experiments, we find that more particles lead to more accurate results but increase computation load. Therefore it is a good trade-off between the accuracy and the runtime to use 300 particles.
We use x t to denote the state of affine parameters of an object and z t to describe the observed frame at time t. The predicting distribution of x t given all available observations z 1:t21 ¼ {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z t21 } denoted by p(x t |z 1:t21 ) is recursively computed as
When the observation z t is obtained at frame f t , the state vector is updated as
where p(z t |x t ) is the observation likelihood. The posterior probability p(x t |z 1:t ) is approximated by N S particles {x
with importance weight w i t , which are drawn from a reference distribution q(x t |x 1:t21 , z 1:t ). The particle's weight is updated as
Theoretically the optimal q(x t |x 1:t21 , z 1:t ) should equal to p(x t |x 1:t21 , z 1:t ), but in practice we let q(x t |x 1:t21 , u . Note that we assume the four affine parameters in x t are independent. The four parameters in c represent the variance of central points, size and rotation angle of the object. Larger s 2 means that the corresponding parameter in x t will undergo larger change. For example, if we aim to track a person with significant scaling during the sequence, we need to set a large s 2 s . So the particle sampling will generate amounts of candidates with a wide range of size, thereby capturing the large change of the person's size. p(z t |x i t ) is an observation model describing the similarity between a particle in time t and the trained samples. We formulate it from the combined similarity on RGB codebook and LBP codebook, which is explicitly defined in (5) in Section 3.3. The real state of the object x t is then represented by the weighted sum of particles In each new frame, we draw a specific number of particles from the distribution N(x t ; x t21 , c). These particles describe many possible states of the object in this frame. Our goal is to select the best particle that is most similar to the object.
Codebook construction
In the image classification, training images are enough to cover the variance of objects. In the tracking realm, however, there are only few training images at the beginning, which are insufficient to generate codebook and bags. So the problem is how to collect sufficient training samples to form codebook. Here, we apply IVT in the first M frames (M ¼ 5 in our experiments) to track the object. Then patches with a constant scale are generated by random sampling within the region of the tracked object, as shows. Since BoF algorithm relies on statistical features of training samples, random sampling can collect sufficient patches for generalising most discriminative features. The merit of random sampling is testified in [30] .
In each frame, we collect N image patches and represent them by colour and texture feature descriptor. As frames slip, patches are cumulated; thereby, enough training patches are acquired. By performing K-means clustering algorithm, features are gathered into a number of clusters in which cluster centres compose the codebook. Fig. 4 depicts the process of codebook construction. Note that there is a trade-off between size and discriminative power of the codebook. Different from the large-size codebook required in object classification field (because different objects belonging to the same class usually contain various appearance and poses), to ensure the computation efficiency we limit K to be smaller than 50, and run the tracking system under several Ks. We find that K ¼ 20 is suitable without loss of accuracy.
In addition, two independent features are employed to form two codebooks. Previous works [25 -33] only construct one codebook for image categorisation; however, to tackle the problem of insufficient samples in tracking problems, it is necessary to use multiple codebooks to exploit as many discriminative details as possible. In our tracking framework, for a patch, we quantise each of the RGB channels into k bins (k ¼ 4 in our experiments for efficiency) and construct a k 3 (k × k × k) bins histogram to represent the patch. Therefore we obtain a colour histogram of k 3 bins. Besides, we use the method in [37] to extract uniform LBP features LBP riu2 P,R (number of sampled pixels P ¼ 8 and sample radius R ¼ 1), which is 59 bins. For more details refer to [37] . Fig. 5 shows an example of RGB codebook and LBP codebook.
After codebook construction, training images can be represented by codewords as bags. A bag is equivalent to the occurrence frequency of codewords in an image and can be represented intuitively as a histogram. M training images are converted to a set of bags {B m } M m=1 . For simplicity and efficiency, we adopt raw counts to convert histogram instead of other methods [30] .
Main tracking procedure
Given trained codebooks and bags, we can perform our BoF tracking. When a new frame arrives, we randomly sample N S candidate targets with different affine parameters, extract N smaller patches and calculate the similarity with codewords.
Moreover, similarity of trained bags and test bag should also be calculated to provide weight information. Fig. 6 shows the process of finding the object in the new frame (with respect to one codebook and one candidate).
For each candidate, we compare a patch with codewords and record the index of the nearest codeword. After repeating the step for all patches, we obtain the occurrence frequency of each codeword. A test bag can also be constructed by raw counts method. To compute the distance between a patch and a codeword, we simply use Euclidean distance metric, and for distance between the test bag and a trained bag, we measure the two histograms through x 2 -test. Thereby, we obtain the patch similarity and bag similarity for each candidate target. The patch similarity of a candidate target is the sum over all patches' similarities with the codebook.
Once achieving two sets of independent confidence value (similarity) for each candidate, we combine them under a certain criteria given by (5) to distinguish the real object from a number of candidates. In our experiments, bag similarity is used to weight the corresponding patch similarity. The candidate with maximum combined similarity is selected as the tracked object.
where V By finding the particle with maximal w i t , we can determine the real state of the object. Experiments indicate that our approach of adaptive weighting is preferable to manually adjusting weights in affecting tracking performance.
In the next frame, N S particles are generated by resampling around the centre of the tracked object, according to their weights in the previous frame. Then the tracking algorithm is repeated.
Updating
When used in image classification, BoF does not require an updating scheme due to the constant training samples, both in quantity and in content. Nevertheless, updating is necessary or even crucial in tracking realm, because appearance and pose changes of the target occur all the time, together with occlusion. Owing to these problems, constant codebook is unfit for object tracking. In our approach, we devise a codebook updating scheme, as shown in Algorithm 1. and choose p highest values in each frame. This scheme is much more intuitive: we are guaranteed that occlusions will always leave parts of the target visible from which patches are reliable, and objects do not change their appearance abruptly. However, there is always a trade-off in tracking applications which allow the model of the target object to be updated between stability and robustness to occlusions and having sufficient agility to adapt to changes in the object's appearance. In our experiments, we use (6) to adaptively adjust the number of selected 'good' patches.
where V P,t is the patch similarity of the best candidate, namely the tracked object. Th is a predefined threshold that is obtained according to extensive experiments, and is constant in our reported results. The equation is based on the assumption that in most cases occlusion could bring down the patch similarity greatly and quickly but the patch similarity may not decrease significantly when the object changes its appearance gradually. Therefore if V P,t is below a threshold, we think that occlusion occurs and select few patches to avoid collecting 'garbages'. But V P,t . Th is an indication that most patches are similar to the training samples, so we can collect more patches for updating. After f frames, we obtain a new collection of patches
and old codebook {C k } K k=1 using (7) . Note that the size of the codebook K remains 20 after the updating. (7) where {C * k } K k=1 denotes the new codebook. l is a forget factor imposed on the old codebook to reduce its importance gradually so that the newly constructed codebook pays more attention to the latest patches.
For IVT, we use the updating scheme described in [4] .
Results refinement
Since BoF is a patch-based approach without consideration of global information of the object, IVT is incorporated to refine the result of BoF tracking, besides providing training samples in the first few frames.
In extensive experiments, we find that the combined similarity of the 'best' candidate target produced by BoF tracking will decrease when the object undergoes occlusion, illumination change and pose change. However, we find that occlusion and illumination change does not impair the results greatly, because partial occlusion still leaves enough patches similar to the codewords and LBP is an illumination-invariant descriptor. But BoF tracking is sensitive to the object's continuous scale change. The reason we think is that the constant size of patches is prone to lose some distinctive features when scale of the object changes. Therefore the combined similarity will be below a predefined threshold in this case.
In order to solve the problem, we use IVT to refine the results of BoF tracking based on the following criterion: when the combined similarity of BoF tracking is below the threshold Th r which is generalised through a number of experiments and fixed for all testing sequences, we combine the respective 'best' particle of IVT and BoF tracking using (8) .
where x ivt t and x bof t represent the affine parameters of IVT and BoF tracking, including central points, size and rotation angle. x t is affine parameters of the refined result at time t. In our experiments, a is set to 0.7 to give IVT more importance because its results are more reliable under the circumstance. On the contrary, if the combined similarity of BoF tracking is greater than Th r , we trust its result. Then the tracked object is only determined by BoF tracking. In this case, we omit the result refinement stage, and IVT is only updated using the method in [4] without contribution to the final tracking result.
To better display the effect of the refinement, we adjust the refinement parameters threshold Th r and combination weight a, and run our tracking systems several times. Fig. 7a shows some tracking results on an example sequence under different parameters. If we omit the refinement scheme, the tracking window of BoF tracking cannot shrink to the actual size of the object accordingly when the object undergoes scale change, although the tracking method does not lose the object. Then we remain a ¼ 0.7, only modifying Th r .
Large Th r means that the refinement criterion is strict: if the similarity is just below a relatively high level, we need to apply the refinement. In contrast, small Th r means that the criterion is relaxed. We perform refinement only when the similarity is far below a normal level. Results show that if the threshold Th r becomes smaller, BoF tracking cannot capture the scale change of the object (see the figure at top right), while larger Th r makes BoF tracking sensitive to the scale change. Although it locates the position of the object, the tracking window is too small to cover the object completely. Therefore an appropriate threshold Th r is important in the refinement stage. Besides, we also test the effect of a on tracking performance. We set a ¼ 0.3 to decrease the importance of IVT. From the figure at bottom right, we can see that the tracking accuracy is not affected significantly for smaller a-value. But still we find in some cases the tracking window is slightly larger than the real size of the object (230th frame for example). Therefore we conclude that assigning IVT larger weight in refinement process will guarantee more accurate results when scale change occurs, although the value of a is not so crucial.
In Fig. 7b , we also show some representative tracking results when using refinement. For better illustration, we draw a graph showing the refinement process for the entire sequence. The horizontal axis denotes frame number. 1 and 0 indicate that the refinement is active and inactive, respectively. We can see that scale change of the object, as well as some simple pose changes, will enable the refinement. Once such changes are captured, BoF tracking can find the actual size of the object, even though the size is relatively smaller than that at the beginning and refinement is not active all the time.
Experimental results
The tracking system runs on a Pentium Dual Core 2G PC with 1 GB memory. Testing sequences are colour images of 320 × 240 resolutions (with the exception of sequences 
patches. The number of sampled particles in each frame is 300. Since these particles are of different scales and rotation angles, we resize them to normalised blocks of 64 × 64 pixels to make sure that the difference in affine parameters of particles will not affect the patch generation. Patches collected from a particle are 50 and the size of codebook is 20. We test four kinds of patch's size (see Section 4.2) and choose 12 × 12 in the comparative analysis with other tracking approaches. We collect training samples from the first five frames of each sequence. Forget factor l is 0.9. Note that these parameters are fixed for all testing sequences, while the sampling radius of affine parameters for each sequence is different.
For comparison we run three state-of-the-art tracking systems: IVT [4] , FragTrack [6] and multiple instance learning tracking (MILTrack) [9] on the same video sequences. Both FragTrack and MILTrack are specifically designed to deal with occlusion. FragTrack relies on a constant template recording the spatial distribution of ordered small patches. Similar with our BoF tracking, it is also a patch-based approach. We want to show that our BoF tracking, as a patch-based approach, outperforms FragTrack in handling occlusion. MILTrack uses MIL to solve the problem of insufficient training and update samples and input ambiguity. It shows good tracking results on various testing sequences. IVT mainly aims to capture the object's pose and appearance changes, but its weakness is lacking of the ability to deal with occlusion. We will show that our BoF tracking can handle more complex conditions than the two approaches. For our BoF tracker, FragTrack, MILTrack and IVT, the sampling radius of affine parameters for each single sequence is the same.
Results analysis
Some representative screenshots of the tracking results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Fig. 10 is error plots (error of central position of the object in pixel) of the four tracking approaches.
To test the ability of the four approaches to handle occlusion, we run them on three sequences, two from CAVIAR Database [38] and one from our own data set. Fig. 9a is sequence OneLeaveShopReenter1cor from CAVIAR Database. In the sequence, a woman is shortly occluded by a man. Since the situation is simple, all approaches can keep track of the target. Fig. 9b shows a sequence ShopAssistant2cor also from CAVIAR Database. In the sequence, a person walks along the passage and is occluded by another person. Note that the appearances of the two persons are almost the same, which increases the tracking difficulty. We can see that all the other three approaches can locate the person during the entire tracking procedure, except MILTrack that fails when occlusion occurs. However, the result of BoF tracking is more accurate, as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 8c is the tracking results on our own sequence Occlusion1, in which a boy's face is occluded by a book constantly. All approaches can locate the face at the beginning; however, IVT gradually fails when encountering complex and long-time occlusion -the tracker is 'brought away' by the book. Since IVT uses a global template, it naturally tends to fail when global information is confused by occlusions. Although FragTrack is designed to deal with occlusion, it still fails when encountering continuous and complex occlusion. MILTrack succeeds in tracking the target but its result gradually drifts away from the groundtruth. In contrast, our BoF tracking approach, containing patchbased method, keeps track of the face during the entire tracking procedure and produces accurate results. Even though the tracker drifts away from the groundtruth when severe occlusion occurs, it can still recapture the object after the occlusion. The above experiments demonstrate the robustness of our BoF tracking in handling continuous and complex occlusion.
Besides testing tracking approaches on the performance in handling occlusion, we also run these trackers on other sequences containing various conditions, such as background clutter, scale changes and pose changes, as Fig. 9 shows. In Fig. 9a , we run experiments on the sequence OneStopEnter1front from CAVIAR Database. In this sequence, a person walks along the street from left to right. Although the object's motion is simple, to successfully locate the person is still challenging due to severe background clutter and small size of the human body. We can see that only our BoF tracking can find the person's position accurately until 100th frame, whereas other approaches fail at the beginning of the sequence, losing the object in less than 10 frames. Another comparison is shown in Fig. 9b . In the sequence MeetWalkSplit from CAVIAR Database, a person walks from the right and meets with another person. Then the two persons walk together for a while and split. The changes in scale and angle of view of the target (the first person) add difficulty to the tracking task. We can see that only BoF tracking successfully keeps track of the target with relatively low errors. IVT can also capture the target, but its tracking window fails to adjust to the size of the target. Both MILTrack and FragTrack treat the second person as the target by mistake when the two persons walk too closely. Finally, we make the comparison of tracking results on a challenging sequence Boy which contains various pose changes of the human face, as well as scale and rotation (see Fig. 9c ). The performance of MILTrack is the worst; it loses the target when just encountering moderate pose changes. Although FragTrack is able to handle occlusion well, it cannot deal with rotation and scale change of the object due to lack of updating mechanism and adaptive affine parameters adjustment. When the person walks backward and rotates his head, results of FragTrack is inaccurate. Contrarily, our approach, combining global and local features and embodying an updating mechanism, does not rely on a constant template and is thus more robust. Similarly IVT can also handle this situation well, but it drifts away when the person suddenly rotates his head. The experimental results shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate that besides occlusion, our BoF tracking can also deal with other complex situations well (background clutter and scale and pose changes), outperforming other state-of-the-art tracking approaches. For more results of BoF tracking, see Fig. 11 .
Discussions
In order to study the influence of the parameters in our BoF tracking approach, we test two parameters most concerning the performance of the tracking method -patch size and weights used in (5) . We change the parameters to obtain different tracking results and give detailed analysis based on these results in the following. We think that a patch cannot extract enough information if it is too small; while the large-size patch also reduces the patch's discriminative power. Therefore using middle-size patches is reasonable. Table 1 shows a comparison among results of different sizes of the patch (from column 2 to column 5). In the table, 'adaptive' means adaptive weight in (5) is used while 'constant' means we use a constant weight (0.5 for both of the two features) instead of (5) . Note that all other parameters are the same.
From Table 1 , we can see that the performance is the best when patch size is 12 × 12. It is in accordance with the assumption that small patches excessively focus on local details and overlook general information, whereas too large patches lose enough discriminative features. Thus, only middle-size patches yield a good trade-off between discriminative power and generalised power. Constant weight against adaptive weight: The weight used in (5) is adaptive according to the respective bag similarity of the two features. If one bag similarity is higher, we regard the corresponding patch similarity as more reliable and assign higher weight, and vice versa. However, there is another method to combine the two patch similarities under a constant weight. We test the two weighting approaches and calculate respective pixel error, as Table 1 shows (column 3 and column 6).
From the table, we can see that using adaptive weight significantly improves the tracking performance. Since high similarity is given high importance, the tracker tends to find the 'best' candidate more accurately from the combined similarity. Fig. 10 shows the tracking errors (central position error with respect to the groundtruth) of the four approaches. To counteract the effect of randomness, we run each of the four approaches five times and average the results for each sequence. From the figure, we can see that in most testing sequences our BoF tracking outperforms other three approaches, especially when there is occlusion or complex background. The results of BoF tracking is more stable, whereas other trackers are easily confused by some non-objects, resulting in tracking failure. To better demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, we also calculate the average position error per frame of the four approaches for each sequence, as shown in Table 2 . We can see that BoF tracking shows preeminent ability in handling occlusion (sequence occlusion1) and background clutter (sequence OneStopEnter1front); the tracking results are far better than those of other three methods. It means that although IVT is included in BoF tracking as a tool to refine bad results, it does not dominate the performance of the tracking system. The ability of BoF tracking to handle occlusion and background clutter mainly depends on the representation of local discriminative features. In addition, when dealing with scale change and slight rotation (sequence boy), BoF tracking performs better than IVT. The usage of IVT increases the tracking accuracy, leading to stable results. Finally, we can see that when a relatively small object undergoes scales changes (sequence MeetWalkSplit), the accuracy of BoF tracking is slightly lower than that of IVT. But BoF still outperforms MILTrack and FragTrack in this case. We think the reason is that discriminative features of small-size objects are not as rich as those of large-size objects. The size obscures the discrepancy of different local features. Since BoF tracking relies on a collection of representative features, lack of such features may lead to inaccurate tracking results. In general, our BoF tracking is more robust compared with FragTrack and IVT, especially in handling occlusion and background clutter. When encountering scaling, rotation and pose changes, BoF tracking is more stable. However, like FragTrack and IVT, BoF tracking cannot deal with severe occlusion, that is, a person's face is completely occluded by another's face, since the skin colours and textures of the two persons are almost the same. We would like to solve the problem in the future.
Quantitative comparison:
Another concern is the computational complexity of the proposed approach. IVT that is implemented by MATLAB can achieve 5 fps. FragTrack and MILTrack, which are implemented by C and OpenCV library, can achieve 2 -3 fps and 5 fps, respectively. We implement our approach by MATLAB without code optimisation. Our tracking system runs at about 0.2 fps, but we find that the extraction of LBP features on all candidates takes up most of runtime (over 80%). In fact the main tracking process, including update and result refinement, is quite efficient.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a framework successfully incorporating BoF algorithm that derives from image categorisation realm into visual tracking field. To accommodate traditional BoF to tracking applications, we apply IVT to collect training samples to construct two small-size codebooks using RGB and LBP features in the first few frames. Meanwhile, we devise an updating scheme to deal with pose and appearance changes of objects. By employing IVT to refine poor results of BoF tracking, we combine patch-based approach and global template-based approach into a unified framework. Experiments show that our approach outperforms IVT [4] , FragTrack [6] and MILTrack [9] in handling various conditions. Hence, our approach is more robust. Besides, we also study the influence of some parameters to the performance of BoF tracking.
In general, the contribution of our work is mainly threefold. First, we originally introduce BoF algorithm only used in object categorisation into tracking field and obtain good results. Second, we apply the idea of collaboration of different features by using two codebooks and two similarities to increase the classification accuracy. Finally, we devise an update scheme to continuously construct new codebooks to capture the variance of the object.
In the future, we would like to employ SIFT descriptor or exploit other discriminative features to construct codebooks. We also plan to use classifier to select patches rather than simple histogram comparison. To make tracking results more stable is another issue we concern about.
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